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Goodbye 2020 - Hello 2021! 

 IDEAS & INSPIRATIONS MARCH 2021 

Like many others have stated, I am glad the year 2020 is behind us and I am 

looking forward to a more positive year in 2021!  

I have never been the kind of person who continues to dwell on the bad 

things in life but rather looks forward to the future. 2020 was full of challeng-

es for all of us. Staying home and glued to the television, we all became 

keenly aware of how bad the pandemic affected our world. Lock downs, 

masks, hand sanitizers, and distancing filled our days which turned into 

weeks, then months. It personally affected IdeasAmerica and many other 

organizations   by  limiting our  ability  to  conduct  face-to-face  conferences, 

training   classes,  and   organizational  accreditations.  Since   much  of  our  

 

business is “people” oriented, not being able to easily travel due 

to restrictions has distanced us from our members and our sister

-organizations  all around the world.  I hope we continue to heal 

and that we are physically back together during 2021! 

Based on feedback from our latest survey, the IA Board of                 

Directors has implemented several of your recommendations. 

We started the new year by offering  our first You Tube video      

presented by Blake Leaphart, IA Director and  Senior Lean Six 

Sigma Specialist on “Organizational Benefits from Employee  

Engagement”. During February Raine Weimortz, Lead                       

Scorecard Specialist from Savannah River Nuclear Solutions 

presented information on “Maintaining A Balanced Scorecard”. 

We have additional You Tube videos, webinars, and                               

communications planned throughout the year. Conducting the 

webinar in May is Neil Simon speaking on “Creating High                  

Contribution Cultures”.  

Speaking for the IA Board of Directors, we hope that you will join 

us during the year and take advantage of these offerings. 

Brenda Kelly                               

President 
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How Employee Engagement  
Changed  In 2020                                                                  
Written by Ben Travis, Quality Consultants (Original article summarized)                                                                                           

Life as we know it changed during 2020,     

especially employee engagement.                        

Workplaces faced the powerful effects of a 

global pandemic, racial injustices, economic                        

uncertainty, and political anxieties. Now, 

these same workplaces are transforming and 

adapting at breakneck speed. 

Four key themes that work places must                 

embrace to successfully engage their employ-

ees are: 

  Foster human connections 

  Address anxiety 

  Embrace peer recognition 

  Be flexible and adapt 

To summarize, individuals who are still      

employed are just as engaged if not more so 

than they were a year ago (29% highly       

engaged). A profound change took place in 

actively disengaged employees which actually 

decreased from 16% to 12%! Many workers 

are struggling but engagement levels are 

slightly more optimistic than last year.         

Employee engagement has been a top priority 

for most “people leaders” during 2020. When 

asked how often their employers measured 

employee engagement, about one third of 

employees indicated monthly or more         

frequently, a sharp increase from 2019. It    

appears that major events during 2020 have 

catalyzed the trend of timely employee       

engagement measurement, forcing leaders to 

act on the data and break new ground. And, it 

seems like that strategy is paying off. 

1-FOSTER HUMAN CONNECTIONS. A 

clear theme throughout our research was the 

need for human connection.  Many                         

organizations are stepping up and adopting 

the right technology and accommodating 

change in business models. Video chat                  

platforms are seeing all time highs. Evidence 

from our research strongly indicates the need 

for leaders to foster human connections 

among employees. 

Transparency is key. Keeping employees 

abreast of what’s happening facilitates trust 

but also reduces uncertainty at a time when 

there is a great deal of uncertainty. A                 

transparent organization includes more                 

frequent communications and updated              

methods of communication. Transparency 

includes  feedback. You cannot have                           

engagement  without feedback. Organizations 

should regularly solicit feedback from their                  

employees and make it easy and safe for 

them to share their thoughts. It also requires 

that leadership act on that feedback. 

Human connection also requires FUN! And 

engagement teams are fun teams. Research 

shows that 90% of highly engaged employees 

Continued on page 3 
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say they work on a fun team compared with 

only 37% of actively disengaged employees. 

Having fun at work produces benefits like             

increasing innovation and generally lifting                                

morale which is especially needed in times 

like these. It was also observed that a signifi-

cant trend in employees giving back.                    

Compared to 2019, we found that 30% more 

employees worked on a team that organized 

volunteer opportunities in 2020. Interestingly, 

employee generosity increased ie charitable 

giving. Employees in 2020 are more satisfied 

(29%) with their financial compensation than 

they were a year ago. Some elements of              

survivorship may be at play considering the 

current unemployment rate but it is notable at 

the same time, many more employees are 

actively looking for another job compared to 

last year. 

2-ANXIETY. Anxiety is a more potent                 

challenge for an employee than in the past. 

Compared to last year employees who felt 

overwhelmed with their work (+34%) and       

anxious at work (+20%) increased substan-

tially. Physical wellness appears to have a 

positive correlation to employee engagement. 

Employers can address this by offering a         

wellness program that reinforces a                       

psychologically safe work place. 

3-EMBRACE PEER RECOGNITION. When 

was the last time you were appreciated at 

work? Many of us are navigating uncharted 

waters while exceeding expectations at the 

same time. It is much easier for employees to 

continue working down unknown paths when 

the are acknowledged for their contributions. 

86% of highly engaged employees were                 

recognized the last time they went above and 

beyond at work compared to only 31% of                

actively disengaged employees. In reviewing 

our own organization’s recognition solution, 

we found that rewards with real-world value 

worked best. While teams might initially get 

excited about recognizing each other or 

watching a leaderboard, that excitement 

wanes after a few months. We have seen 

sustained participation when users                           

recognized each other with points that were 

assigned monetary value and could then be 

exchanged for meaningful rewards. Our                

research indicates most employees prefer 

cash or gift cards as top rewards. 

4-BE FLEXIBLE AND ADAPT. Nearly every 

organization has been strongly affected by the 

global events of 2020. Distilleries have         

pivoted to making hand sanitizer; sports 

equipment manufacturers are now making 

face shields, and restaurants are selling             

groceries. Major shifts in our society and the 

way we work require flexibility and                   

adaptability. Organizations who can ride the 

waves of change instead of being overpow-

ered by them are the ones that will survive 

and thrive. 

In 2019, 27% of employees worked remotely 

at least half the time. In 2020 that number 

grew to 61%! Giants, like Microsoft, are now 

letting more employees work from home                    

permanently. This will have huge implications 

for business and many are realizing that               

hybrid models, flexible schedules, and even 

remote only workforces are feasible. 

While most businesses will likely return to 

physical workplaces in some capacity, things 

won’t look quite the same as they used to. 

Many will now require new safety protocols, 

offer more support for remote working, and 

allow for additional time off to address                     

non-work needs. We see this trend continu-

ing. When employees are better able to adapt 

to changes with support from their employer, 

we see higher engagement levels. 

 We are living in unprecedented times! 

Continued from page 2 
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Benefits of IA Membership 

Membership has its benefits!  

At IdeasAmerica we value our members and their organizations. We offer a variety of                   

benefits that members and their organizations can take advantage of. Contact the IA                 

Office for additional information on any of the following offerings as well as membership. 

TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES                                                                          
Basic Concepts 

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS                                                                                                        
Certified Administrator of Suggestion Systems (CASS)                                                                      
Certified Manager of Suggestion Systems (CMSS)                                                                                         
Basic Concepts Program Assessment (Accreditation) 

ANNUAL TRAINING SUMMIT                                                                                                       
Reduced/group registration fees                                                                                                 
Opportunity to be a presenter or workshop leader                                                                           
Opportunity to exhibit your program or specific ideas at Summit                                                  
Sponsorship opportunities                                                                                                                 
Professional networking                                                                                                                         
Social activities                                                                                                                                   
Camaraderie shared with colleagues   

AWARDS AND RECOGNITION   

INDIVIDUAL NOMINATION AWARDS                                                                                            
Advocate of the Year                                                                   
Champion Award                                                                                                                      
Best Program Administrator                                                                          
Evaluator of the Year                                                                                                      
Executive Leadership    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
ORGANIZATIONAL AWARDS                                                                                                              
Anniversary                                                                 
Communication Excellence  

KUDOS  AWARDS                                                                                                                                             
INTERNATIONAL BENCHMARKING  (STATISTICAL AWARDS                                                            

IA  “IDEAS &  INSPIRATIONS”                           
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WORLDWIDE                               
BENCHMARKING                              
OPPORTUNITIES  

IA BENCHMARKING REPORT 

WEBINARS  and  YOU TUBE VIDEOS 

IDEA OF THE YEAR  AWARDS                                                                                                     
Breakthrough Innovation                                                              
Green Idea of the Year                                                                                              
Idea of the Year (individual)                                                                                      
Idea of the Year (Team)                                                                                                      
Policing-Security Idea of the Year                                                          
Safety Idea of the Year     
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Ideas Germany Conference 2021 

April  -  You Tube Video 

“Lean Six Sigma” talk with Blake Leaphart 
 

May - Webinar 

Neil Simon, CEO of Business Development Group 

“Creating High Contributions Cultures” 
 

June - Newsletter 

IA “Ideas & Inspirations”  

Coming Soon… (for members only) 

Congratulations to the Ideas Germany Virtual Conference team who 

planned and conducted the event that was held March 10th-12th. 

Roland Rausch, Directing Manager of Ideas Germany, graciously 

extended an invitation to IdeasAmerica, ideas UK, and Ideas Arabia 

to attend the conference.  

More than 70 attendees were online for a variety of presentations, 

brainstorming sessions (using “idea clouds”), and breakouts. All of 

these prompted questions and comments creating great audience 

participation and virtual interaction! More than 134 participants were 

on line for the awards presentations>  

Presenters this year included Daniel Klein from BMW, Michael 

Schonbeck from Diebold Nixdorf, Ines Richter from Siltronics,  

Katharina Krentzy from Connecting Humans, Sabine Freising from 

BASF, Andre Wermelinger, Lean and Agile Transformation from 

Swisscom to mention only a few. 

Congratulations to all the award winners from the IdeasAmerica 

Board of Directors. Well deserved recognition for all of you. And, 

thank you for allowing us to attend. 

Roland Rausch 

Daniel Klein 

Beate Satzger 
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2021 VIRTUAL SUMMIT 

79th Annual IdeasAmerica Summit 
 

September 22-23, 2021 
 

Planning has begun for the                                     

79th IA Annual Summit. Due to continued 

travel restrictions and safety precautions, 

we are planning to conduct the Summit              

virtually again this year.  

Updates will be available on the                    

IdeasAmerica website. 
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Contact Us 

Give us a call for more 

information about our     

services and products. 

IdeasAmerica 

248-961-2674 

Visit us on the web at 

ia@ideas-america.org 

 

Contact Information 

 

 Website        www.http://www.ideas-america.org 

 Email       ia@ideas-america.org 

 Phone       (248) 961-2674 

 Correspondence   Mary Ellen Dolan, Executive Director                        

        PO Box 2863                                    

        Ann Arbor, MI  48106 

 Parcels     Mary Ellen Dolan, Executive Director                              

        1231 Van Dusen Drive                                                                       

        Ann Arbor, MI  48103    

IA Board of Directors 
 

Brenda Kelly                                

President    

Executive Director 

Mary Ellen Dolan 

Paula Croom  
Secretary 

Joe Schenk                 
Director 

Dave Sharpley  
Director 

Blake Leaphart 
Treasurer 

IdeasAmerica 

Deanna Goodlove 
Director 


